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Foreword 



In 2021 we completed our second strategic programme.  
During the year, we underwent an in-depth analysis to define and launch our third strategic plan, for the period 
2022-2025. 

1. Strategy and Management 
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Researcher from Institute Biofisika, CIC biomaGUNE and ACHUCARRO collaborate in this work in the field of 
molecular imaging 
 

Cover on “ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces” for a 
collaboration work on fluorine labeling of nanoparticles 

  



All areas of human activity combine moments of cooperation, with moments for competition. Our culture is 
based on the fact that there are more moments of cooperation, and they add more value, and that is  why we 
manage our relationships with entities with which we share this culture and vision. 

2. Partnerships and Collaborations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our strategic alliances are those organisations or individuals that allow us to extend our 

capabilities or complement our services. 



The International Scientific Advisory Committee is the main strategic advisory body of ACHUCARRO. Its 
primary role is to advise, supervise, and assess the objectives and performance of the different groups and 
professionals of the centre. 



Astrocytes generated from Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients manifested atrophic morphology and 
decreased complexity. In addition, PD-derived astrocytes demonstrated aberrant mitochondrial morphology 
and decreased mitochondrial metabolism. Our observations indicate that astrocytes in individuals with PD 
lack their homeostatic support against oxidative stress. 

Astroglial atrophy at the onset of Parkinson’s disease. When 
astrocytes lose their support to neurons 



We are an organisation of professionals from 14 different nationalities.  
Foreigners represent the 16% of the staff, and a contribution to diversity and internationalisation. 

3. People 

Colleagues finishing their appointment this year 



Appointed Staff  (December 2021)  

  



ACHUCARRO contributed with 83 new publications in 2021. 
84% of them in the first quartiles of their research fields.  

4. Research 
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Jan Tønnesen and Federico Soria join an international consortium, headed by Professor Miquel Vila 
(Autonomous University of Barcelona), in a research project awarded 10 million dollars from the Aligning 
Science Across Parkinson's (ASAP) initiative 

Researchers from ACHUCARRO part of new 11 million dollars 
consortium to tackle Parkinson's disease 
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http://doi.org/10.1016/j.stem.2021.04.014


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://doi.org/10.1111/acel.13334


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://doi.org/10.1016/j.brainres.2020.147234


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Purinergic signalling has been suggested as a mechanism mediating dopaminergic neuronal death, which 
could point out to one of the first steps in Parkinson's disease. In this study, authors reveal that the purinergic 
P2X7 receptor modulates positively neuronal cell survival via Ras/MAPK pathway and negatively via the 
tyrosine phosphatase, hPTP 

Ras protects dopaminergic neurons from excess ATP 

  

β



We are strongly committed with different areas of training and knowledge transfer. 
The years of the Covid pandemic drove us to new scenarios for developing this will and effort. 

5. Knowledge Transfer 
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PhD theses completed in 2021 

 

 

 

 



The recreational and therapeutic uses of cannabinoid compounds are increasing around the world. They have 
been proposed to control pain sensitivity in clinical settings. However, due to significant side effects, such as 
cognitive impairments and motor dysfunctions, the medicinal exploitation of these drugs and the safety of 
their recreational use are under intense debate.   

SUBCELLULAR SPECIFICITY OF CANNABINOID 
EFFECTS IN STRATONIGRAL CIRCUITS 



https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210129-seminar-agnes-nadjar
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210205-seminar-maarten-h-p-kole
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210212-seminar-edgar-soria-gomez
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210219-seminar-urko-martinez-marigorta
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210226-seminar-marta-cortes-canteli
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210226-seminar-tania-lopez-hernandez
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210305-seminar-makoto-higuchi
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210305-seminar-makoto-higuchi


https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210312-seminar-maria-ardaya
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210326-seminar-eric-boue-grabot
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210326-seminar-eric-boue-grabot
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210409-achucarro-zoominar-dorothy-p-schafer
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210423-seminar-ignacio-torres-aleman
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210430-achucarro-zoominar-robert-hill
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210507-achucarro-zoominar-eva-maria-kramer-albers
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210514-achucarro-zoominar-itziar-terradillos
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210514-achucarro-zoominar-itziar-terradillos
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210514-achucarro-zoominar-virginia-sierra


https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210521-achucarro-zoominar-rafael-fernandez-chacon
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210528-achucarro-zoominar-jose-p-lopez-atalaya
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210611-achucarro-zoominar-maria-cecilia-angulo
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210611-achucarro-zoominar-maria-cecilia-angulo
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210618-achucarro-zoominar-maria-domercq
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210625-achucarro-zoominar-michela-deleidi
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210716-seminar-stefano-calovi
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210716-seminar-stefano-calovi
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210716-seminar-svein-achicallende
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210716-seminar-svein-achicallende
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210917-achucarro-zoominar-estibaliz-capetillo-zarate


https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210924-achucarro-zoominar-zurine-de-miguel
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20210924-achucarro-zoominar-zurine-de-miguel
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211015-achucarro-zoominar-carla-gomes-da-silva
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211022-achucarro-zoominar-irene-dura
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211022-achucarro-zoominar-irene-dura
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211022-achucarro-zoominar-miriam-luque
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211029-achucarro-zoominar-alerie-guzman-de-la-fuente
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211029-achucarro-zoominar-alerie-guzman-de-la-fuente
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211119-achucarro-zoominar-raffaela-cipriani
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211119-achucarro-zoominar-raffaela-cipriani
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211126-zoominar-claudia-guimas-almeida
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211126-zoominar-claudia-guimas-almeida
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211216-seminar-david-petrik
https://www.achucarro.org/en/seminar/20211216-seminar-david-petrik


We do not understand avant-garde scientific research as an activity separated from a social context. Although 
the scientific research we carry out is fundamental and not oriented, it is unquestionable that the biological 
questions that we try to solve have a marked practical nature and represent social challenges on ageing, 
healthy lifestyles, and health protection, with the ultimate objective of improving our environment. 
 

Dissemination and advocacy  





2021 is the second year that the postdoctoral researchers in ACHUCARRO organise a winter scientific event, 
the Achucarro Symposium. 



The Science Park of the UPV/EHU in Leioa (metropolitan area of Bilbao), hosts the headquarters of 
ACHUCARRO, inaugurated in June 2017. 

6. Infrastructure and Equipment 

https://www.achucarro.org/facilities 

  

https://www.achucarro.org/facilities


The Basque Government establishes challenging scientific and management objectives for research 
organisations with the BERC accreditation. The following indicators reflect the evolution on the performance 
of ACHUCARRO, with this panel agreed by the Basque Government and ACHUCARRO for the current strategic 
period. 

7. Main performance indicators 



https://scholar.google.es/citations?hl=es&authorid=11722827339530143782&clastart=100&user=hO1jBxYAAAAJ









